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Why has Greenpeace produced the Energy [R]evolution report? 

In 2007, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change published a series of reports, which 
provide unequivocal proof that climate change is already happening, and that we need to act 
urgently. Greenpeace wants to “convert” the negative message into one of “positive” 
opportunity. There is a solution and here is a practical blueprint of how we – even within the 
current economic growth estimates of the IEA - can change our energy generation mix and 
stop dangerous climate change. Now is the right time to shift the energy system towards 
sustainable and efficient technology. This will benefit both the climate and the economy, as 
renewable energy technologies are cheaper than conventional fossil and nuclear fuels once 
the subsidies are removed. 
 

How can renewable energy sources and efficiency  measures meet growing energy 
demand? 

1. By sustaining the current double digit growth rate of the global renewable energy industry 
over the next two decades. (An average of the last 10 years indicates 30% per annum for 
wind and 40% per annum for solar photovoltaics) 

2. The production capacities for solar pv for example needs to increase by a factor of 20, the 
production capacity of wind manufacture by a factor of five to six. 

3. By introducing high technical efficiency standards for all energy consuming appliances 
such as computer systems, heating and cooling equipment and other high energy users such 
as road vehicles. 

4. The amount of energy saved in industrialised countries (via efficiency standards) can 
roughly compensate the increase demand from developing countries on a global level. 

 
What is the difference between the basic and the advanced Energy [R]evolution 
scenario?  
 
The basic Energy [R]evolution scenario has a target to reduce energy related CO2 emissions 
by 50%, from their 1990 levels; the advanced Energy [R]evolution envisages an 82% drop in 
CO2 by 2050.  
 
The Advanced Energy [R]evolution Scenario takes a much more radical approach to pull the 
emergency brake on global emissions such as assuming shorter technical lifetimes for coal-
fired power plants - 20 years instead of 40 years. To fill the resulting gap, the annual growth 
rates of renewable energy sources, especially solar photovoltaics, wind and concentrating 
solar power plants, have been increased. The transport sector includes a faster uptake of 
efficient combustion vehicles and – after 2025 – a larger share of electric vehicles.  Within the 
heating sector there is a faster expansion of CHP in the industry sector, more electricity for 
process heat and a faster growth of solar and geothermal heating systems. Combined with a 
larger share of electric drives in the transport sector, this results in a higher overall demand 
for power. Even so, the overall global electricity demand in the advanced Energy [R]evolution 
scenario is still lower than in the Reference scenario.  
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How is the E[R] different to other energy scenarios? 

The assumptions for the Energy [R]evolution scenarios are very different from more 
conservative scenarios such as the “World Energy Outlook” (WEO) from the International 
Energy Agency (IEA), which has been used as the reference case. The WEO and the E[R] 
use the same social economic parameters such as the economic development (GDP), and 
the population development. However the overall results of scenarios also depend on the 
development of fossil fuel prices and the way how efficient energy will be used. The growth 
rates for renewable energy have been consistently underestimated over the last decade and 
fossil fuel prices have increased far more than expected. This leads to inaccuracy in 
predictions around the fortunes of the renewable energy, and the fluctuations in fossil fuel 
prices. Most scenarios accept these inaccurate assumptions at face value. The end result is 
that the majority of scenarios are too pessimistic with regards to the potential contribution of 
renewable energy and potential savings from energy efficiency. 

 

Does the E[R] require significant changes to lifestyles? 

We do not envisage drastic lifestyle changes, though the scenario envisages people to shift 
to using energy efficient houses, appliances and vehicles. Furthermore we are also proposing 
a shift in the transport sector to less energy consuming modes such as non-motorised 
transport, trains, busses etc. This might be seen as a “lifestyle change”. The E[R] envisages 
people making fewer journeys, using more energy efficient cars, no SUV´s in cities, with a 
modal shift to a greater update of public transport (buses, metros, trains) and by train rather 
than by plane for internal continental trips. 

 

How can we be efficient when consumers are simply using more (e.g. plasma screen TVs). 

As in many other sectors in society, governments need to play a regulatory role in order to ensure 
consumers choose for the most energy efficient applications while at the same time phasing out 
the most inefficient applications from the market. 

 

Will the E[R] interfere with consumers’ freedom to choose products like fridges for 
themselves? 

Not at all, people want to buy an attractively designed product with good functionality. That can 
be done in an energy efficient way without a problem. Consumers do not demand cookers with 
high energy consumption; rather they seek good performance which can easily be delivered more 
efficiently. Consumers will benefit from efficiency standards, as this will lower and/or stabilize their 
electricity bills. 

 

What if the wind is not blowing and the sun does not shine? 

Most renewable technologies are not ‘intermittent’. In fact only two of the five renewable energy 
technologies are: wind and solar photovoltaics. All other renewable energy technologies are 
reliable and predictable such as geothermal, biomass energy and hydro-electric power. The 
forecasting of renewable electricity generation is also continually improving. Regulating supply is 
particularly expensive when it has to be found at short notice. However, prediction techniques for 
wind power generation have become considerably more accurate in recent years and are still 
being improved. The demand for balancing supply will therefore decrease in the future.  
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The rapid development of information technologies is helping to pave the way for a decentralised 
energy supply based on cogeneration plants, renewable energy systems and conventional power 
stations. Today’s grids are designed to transport power from a few centralised power stations out 
to the passive consumers. A future system will enable an active integration of consumers and 
decentralised power generators and thus realise real time two-way power and information flows.  

In the heating and cooling sector, fluctuating energy sources (in this case solar collectors only) 
are not an issue, as it is no problem to store heat. 

 

Do we have to cover the entire globe with wind turbines? 

Wind turbines produce electricity effectively and predictably. With current modeling systems it is 
possible to know the exact output of wind turbines 48 hours ahead (+/- 5%). So with a smart 
combination of other renewables and intelligent load management renewable energy supply is 
just as reliable as traditional energy. For all wind turbines, projected even in the advanced Energy 
[R]evolution an overall area of 850 X 850 km is needed – distributed over the entire world. 

 

Can renewable energy really be described as ‘robust’ and reliable? 

Yes – look at the over 20,000 turbines (or 38,000 Megawatt) producing reliable energy north of 
the arctic circle, in deserts and at sea. Several million houses already have solar systems which 
provide electricity and/or heat. Hydro power, bio energy plants and geothermal power plants are 
already producing already huge amounts of energy for several decades. 

 

How much additional renewable energy capacity would be required for the E[R]? 

In the advanced Energy [R]evolution scenario, by 2050 renewables would deliver six times more 
energy than today. In the electricity sector, this increase would be more dramatic: renewable 
power would deliver 11 times more. 

At the same time the energy intensity, which means the amount of energy used for every dollar 
invested (GDP) would be 3 times less. 

 

Are we moving from imported fossil fuels to imported renewables?  

No, renewable energy resources and technologies are widely distributed. Unlike fossil fuels and 
uranium, the sun shines and the wind blows everywhere. Geothermal resources and the 
possibility of using hydro, wave and tidal energy or the use of biomass for energy depend to a 
certain extent on location, but every country can use at least four different renewable sources as 
local fuels. There will be an export/import market for technology, and solar electricity (e.g. from 
deserts) – but the majority will be “home-made” energy. 

 

Is it possible to keep the energy demand at today’s level until 2050?  

The scenario is based on an energy efficiency survey from the engineering institute Ecofys. They 
did an in depth analysis around the most efficient, currently available technologies. We did not 
include the full potential as assumed by Ecofys in our scenario. And even then we may assume 
that new technologies will become available between now and 2050. So, we are quite confident 
that if the political will is available, this target is possible. The production of energy efficient 
applications is also a driver for innovation – wasting energy costs a lot of money, wrecks the 
climate and suppresses technical innovation. 

 

Should conventional energy subsidies be reorganised? 



Fossil fuels currently receive more than US$250 billion of subsidies every year. The nuclear 
industry would never be able to build a single power station without extensive subsidies. If 
“conventional” energy sources were to have their subsidies removed, and we included their 
external costs (e.g. climate change related damage), renewable would not only be highly 
competitive, it would be cheaper right now. At the same time we believe governments should 
support the further development of renewable energy as in most cases energy markets have 
many barriers for renewable energy to penetrate the market even while they are competitive. 

 

Is this a move away from proven technology to unproven technology on a large scale? 

The majority of renewable technology has already been proven over many years. As a matter of 
fact, the fossil and nuclear lobby “sells” unproven technologies – such as CCS and “4th 
generation” reactors – both technologies exist on paper only, and will never be as cost effective 
as renewables and certainly not as energy efficient. It would take two decades or more to develop 
those on a commercial scale, while we need to cut emissions within the next decade. Because of 
this, existing RE technologies need to be given a priority. 

 

What are the barriers to the Energy [R]evolution? 

The Stern Report suggests that the sooner we act on climate change the cheaper it will be. But 
the established power sector – especially the energy utilities, but also oil, gas and coal 
companies – have vast interests in maintaining the existing energy supply structure. As well as 
ownership over the raw fuels, they also own the majority of the infrastructure, such as electricity 
grids, pipelines and mines. The majority of the renewable energy industry provides and 
manufactures the energy generation equipment, but does not supply the energy directly to the 
customer. Utilities thus have direct access to the customer AND centralised power plants, mines 
etc. 

Therefore not every player within the energy and/or power sector will directly benefit from change. 
In fact, a company which is only active in oil, gas or coal mining will have no market in the future. 
Some parts of the industry must therefore be phased out, yet many of these players are currently 
immensely powerful and understandably resistant to change. 

 

If this strategy makes economic sense why aren’t we leaping into action? 

Again, we do have different players in this “game” – not all will be winners. In fact the big 
traditional oil or coal mining companies such as BHP or Rio Tinto will lose much of their existing 
business. So those specialised companies (oil and gas exploration and mining) need to develop 
and diversify into “energy service companies”. 

 

How much in fuel costs is saved? 

Because renewable energy has no fuel costs, the total fuel cost savings in the advanced Energy 
[R]evolution Scenario reaches a total of US$17.9 trillion, or US$782 billion per year. A 
comparison between the extra fuel costs associated with the Reference Scenario and the extra 
investment costs of the Energy [R]evolution shows that the average annual additional fuel costs 
are equal to the additional investment requirements of the alternative scenario. These renewable 
energy sources would produce electricity without any further fuel costs beyond 2030, while the 
costs for coal and gas would continue to be a burden on national economies. 

 

How does this report address the rapidly growing energy needs of developing countries?  
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We assume the same economic growth as the governmental predictions (which are reflected in 
the  IEA reference scenario). In fact renewable energy can “follow” the growing demand much 
better, as the planning and construction time of renewable energy is a lot faster than conventional 
centralised power plants. Since decentralised energy is also closer to the consumer, this reduces 
the danger of building up “over-capacity”. This is particularly true in Europe where we have an 
excess of up to 100 power plants due to inaccurate energy growth forecasts in the 1970s. 

 

How will decentralised energy work in practice? 

All five forms of renewables (solar, wind, bio energy, geothermal and hydro) will be connected to 
each other via electrical and district heating grids. All sources provide ‘back up’ for each other (to 
manage times with less/no wind and sun) ensuring security and consistency of supply. Energy 
will be used as efficiently as possible and produced closer to the consumer. 

 

What about China? 

China currently builds a lot of new coal-fired power plants – but they also shut down a lot of older, 
more inefficient ones. Our report assumes that all coal power plants currently under construction 
will come on line. This explains why our alternative scenario (which includes an increase in the 
use of coal up to the years 2015) is close to the “business as usual” scenario. It is important to 
highlight that in the Energy [R]evolution scenario the majority of remaining coal power plants – 
which will be replaced 20 years before the end of their technical lifetime – are in China and India. 
This means that in practice all coal power plants built between 2005 and 2020 will be replaced by 
renewable energy sources. To support the building of capacity in developing countries significant 
new public financing, especially from industrialised countries, will be needed. It is vital that 
specific funding mechanisms are developed under the international climate negotiations that can 
assist the transfer of financial support to climate change mitigation, including technology transfer. 

 

Isn’t nuclear zero carbon and more reliable? 

Nuclear power is not clean; it generates lots of CO2 via uranium mining and fuel fabrication, 
construction and decommissioning. It also produces large amounts of highly radioactive waste 
remains lethal for tens of thousand years, and contains significant amounts of plutonium that 
creates a proliferation hazard for the same long time horizons. 

Besides that, uranium is also a finite and limited resource. It is estimated that economically viable 
uranium will last around 65 years for the existing nuclear power plants around the world. Nuclear 
energy only plays a relatively minor part in the global energy supply. Currently only 6% is 
delivered by nuclear power plants, whereas renewable energy already has a share of 13%.  

The role of nuclear power is marginal today, as it covers only 2% of final energy services. The 
IEA scenario published in 2008 shows that even if we quadruple nuclear power by 2050, its share 
will still remain very low and it would cut carbon emissions from energy sector by only 6%.  

 

Are the energy generation and supply industries stalling progress towards this strategy? 

Yes. The current energy generation and supply industry benefits from the fact that it also owns 
the infrastructure (grids, pipelines as well as any other distribution equipment) and centralised 
power plants; the costs of which have already been written off. So they can produce for marginal 
costs (fuel, maintenance and labour – but no capital costs). New power plants (including gas) 
can’t compete against these ‘written off’ power plants. This is one of the biggest barriers for the 
development of new renewables. 
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What are the key barriers to seeing this strategy realised? 

- Huge subsidies for fossil and nuclear fuels over decades – still around US$50-300 billion 
globally for fossil fuels today 

- Unfair liberalisation of electricity and gas markets (no fair access to the grid) 

- Bad efficiency standards 

- There’s no price for “environmental destruction” i.e. Internalisation of external costs (such as 
climate change damage) which is urgently needed 

 

How does Greenpeace propose these barriers are overcome? 

We want governments to implement seven policy measures to support the implementation of the 
energy revolution: 

1. Phase out all subsidies and other measures that encourage inefficient energy use and support 
fossil fuel use and nuclear power production 

2. Set stringent, ever-improving efficiency and emissions standards for appliances, buildings, 
power plants and vehicles 

3. Establish legally defined targets for renewable energy and combined heat and power 
generation 

4. Reform electricity markets to allow better integration of renewable energy technologies on the 
market 
5. Provide stable return for investors through fixed price mechanisms for renewable energy 
6. Develop and implement market transformation policies that overcome current barriers and 
other market failures to reduce energy demand 

7. Support innovation in energy efficiency, low-carbon transport systems, and renewable energy 
production 

 

 

Subsection: Bio energy used in the Energy [R]evolution scenario 

 

The following information provides you with an overview of the different bio energy figures in our 
scenario. This is for your background information for reactive statements. As part of the Energy 
[R]evolution Scenario, Greenpeace International commissioned the German Biomass Research 
Centre to look at the worldwide potential for energy crops up to 2050. The scientists produced 
five scenarios: 

1. Business as usual: This is by no means a sustainable bio energy use and the “potential” 
is unrealistically high.  

2. Basic Scenario: No forest clearing and fallow land use 
3. Sub 1 Scenario:  Basic scenario + expanded ecological protection areas that reduce 

crop yield according to our bio energy criteria. This scenario gives us the minimum 
potential for energy crops 

4. Sub 2 Scenario: Basic + Sub 2 but with reduced meat consumption mainly in OECD 
countries (according to the WHO food standard). This scenario results in the maximum 
potential for energy crops 

5. Sub 3 Scenario: Combination of Sub 1 and Sub 2. This scenario gives a medium 
potential for energy crops and is the most realistic one. 
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The bio energy use in the Energy [R]evolution scenario however takes the low end of the 
potential into account. Fixed numbers for sustainable bio energy potential are not really possible, 
as theydepends on so many different parameters like food consumption etc – so we use ranges. I 
 
Background: Agricultural Waste 
In the Biomass report, the 75% on residuals left on fields is for 2050 (Smeet et al 2007) and 25% 
of ALL biomass can be used for energy production. This "25% assumption" is the case for the 
entire period until 2050 and will not be increased. The increased potential for residuals is due to 
50% more population (increasing from approx. 6 billion today to 9 billion in 2050). More food 
production means more waste.  
 
Is there a danger to double count material use and energy potential? 
 
The "material use" is not included in the figure for residuals potential. For example wood used in, 
particle board and paper production are EXCLUDED.  
 
Global and regional potential for biomass  
The Energy [R]evolution scenario only takes the regional biomass potentials for each of the 10 
regional scenarios. Which basically means that we exclude global trade of biomass. Or in other 
words, to achieve the small biomass energy shares in the E[R] it is not necessary to buy biomass 
from outside the region – so only locally available biomass will be used. 
This provides a second "security layer" and will avoid the need e.g. of biomass from Asia to meet 
the European or American biomass targets.  
 

2007 2010

Unit
  IEA WEO 2009 / 

DLR 2010

estimation (no 
statistics 

available yet)

Bio energy - Primary energy EJ 50
Bio Energy - Final energy EJ 43.5 45-47

Residuals Total potential from residuals in EJ EJ
Sustainable Energy Crop Potential in SUB 1 
(THIS IS THE MINIMUM RANGE) EJ

Sustainable Energy Crop Potential in SUB 2 
(THIS IS THE MAXIMUM RANGE) EJ

Sustainable Energy Crop Potential in SUB 3 
(THIS IS IN THE MIDDLE RANGE) EJ

Results                   
Energy [R]evolution 2010

Energy Crops

Overview Sustainable Biomass Potential Report Results

7

52

43

6

79

38

59

88
51.1

88

2020 2050

70.5
50.9

 
 
Primary energy versus Final energy  
There is a long debate within the energy expert community whether to use primary or final energy 
in energy statistics. Most “modern” experts and the renewable energy community supports the 
final energy method. See below a little explanation what both numbers actually mean: 
 
According to the substitution principle, the primary energy attributed to the electricity produced by 
the non-combustion-based electricity sources (nuclear, geothermal, hydro, wind, solar and ocean) 
is adjusted to reflect the fossil fuel energy required to produce an equivalent amount of electricity. 
Fossil fuels are converted to their primary equivalent by applying a universal conversion efficiency 
factor. The same is done for all these sources. The usual value, which is used, is 38.5%, 
reflecting the average efficiency of a thermal power station. This methodology was used in the 
past both by IEA and Eurostat and continues to be used in several authoritative energy statistics, 
such as the BP’s annual “Statistical Review of World Energy”, the Shell Scenarios, and the 
annual “Renewables Global Status Report” of the REN21 network. In political discussions RES 
targets are based on the Eurostat or the IEA methodologies as well. 
 
But those primary energy figures are theoretical figures as they assume a conversion efficiency of 
38.5%. In our scenario about 75% of biomass goes in co-generation a power plant which means 
we achieve a conversion factor of about 85 to 90%. So the real amount of fuel (= biomass) 
needed to meet our figures are clearly closer to the final energy use that the primary energy use. 
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As technology get’s better – which means increased efficiency in conversion technologies (e.g. 
co-generation) the figure for "final energy use" is a lot more relevant for us. 
 

 


